What can this chip do?

Several things!
• Do arbitrary boolean calculations with memory on a bitstream
• Recognise arbitrary 5-bit headers at 12.5 Gbps
• Perform speech recognition of isolated digits
• Does not consume any active power
• Easily upscalable to higher speeds
How does it do it?
Using "Reservoir computing", a brain-inspired technique to solve pattern recognition problems in a fast and power-efficient way
Outline
•What is reservoir computing?
•Photonics reservoir computing 
Passive Silicon reservoir
• silicon photonics: mature technology
• nodes become simple splitters/combiners
• non-linearity in readout suffices
• no need for amplifiers which consume power
• no longer limited by timescale of non-linearity Vandoorne et al, Nature Comms, 5, 3541, 2014 NL coming from the detector suffices!
Speech task: passive reservoirs (no amplifiers)
16 node swirl network where 11 nodes could be measured from 1 input
The input: 11136 bits modulated at 1531 nm with speeds between 125Mbit/s and 12.5Gbit/s
First task: desired output should be the XOR of every bit with the previous bit. 
Conclusions
Photonics reservoir computing is interesting new paradigm for photonics information processing
